Kids eat (and love) candy. So why not use candy to help them learn
about God? Pack some sweet goody bags for the kids in your ministry
this fall, then attach this easy printable to relate the treats with the Bible!
Supplies:


Fun size M&M’s



Fun size Starbursts



Fun size Laffy Taffy



Fun size Almond Joy



Blow Pops



Fun Size Milky Way



Ziploc bag or fall-themed goody
bag



This printable!

Put one piece of each candy in the bag. Print the following pages double-sided and cut the sheet into quarters so each quarter sheet has the
sweet verses on one side and the poem instructions on the other. Attach (staple, ribbon, etc.) the Goody Bag Printable to the bag of candy.
Pass out at your Fall Event or as part of the Not So Spooky Lesson!

As fall draws near and candy fills your tummy,
don’t forget about the lessons of these treats so
yummy.
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Each one can remind us of something special
about our King, So take a look inside, and enjoy
each little thing!
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Pick one candy and its verse to study each and
every day; talk about what it means, then take
some time to pray.
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Praise God for who He is while you enjoy your little treat. Happy Fall from your friends at church,
and we hope you’re weekend is sweet!
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Parents, go through this candy with your children
this week, eating one piece a night and focusing
on each verse. Have a conversation with your
children while you enjoy the candy! How does
the candy relate to the verse? What does this
verse tell us about God? How does this verse
make you feel or what does it make you think?
How can you apply the verse to your every-day
life? Look up any words you don’t know. Enjoy
your treat and your conversation!
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